
CLIENT CONCEPTUAL REQUIREMENTS 

At an early stage of a project , Berkin would have 
received a concept in molding from client and 
engineer the best way out of the concept in terms of 
architectural incorporation , outlook , animated 
programming , environmental issues  , installation 
and maintenance considerations. 

Our professional sales engineer will select a suitable 
fixtures from our wide range of products from 
qualified factories . Making sure the fixtures itself 
applicable for that specific project and architecture. It 
might involve certain R&D to develop new technology 
incorporation and customization either in system 
design or the fixture itself .  
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We will be able to provide many pre- project support such 
as lux level calculation to fulfil environmental or technique 
requirement of that certain project. 

Simulation can be also provided for client and all different 
parties to visualize  the final effect on a building. This is 
important for all parties involve such as the client or 
architect for a better understanding and therefore more 
clear instruction can be given to all other construction team 
on site. 
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